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 This creative project explored the casting of woven sheet wax to create silver 

jewelry that captures the aesthetics of woven textiles in metal, and to record the success 

rate of various casting strategies. After researching artists and techniques, a collection of 

jewelry was created.  Different methods of weaving were utilized and the project resulted 

in a body of work that consisted of over 30 pieces of cast woven jewelry.  Other 

traditional metalsmithing techniques, such as forging and bezel setting stones, were 

required for the completion of the works.  As a result of the study, knowledge was gained 

about casting woven metal and casting one of a kind woven sheet wax jewelry.  
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Statement of Problem 

Is casting sheet wax a suitable way to capture the aesthetics of woven materials? 

Is there a specific process to heighten the success rate of casting woven sheet wax?  

Through research, recording data, weaving wax and casting sterling silver, I tried to 

answer these questions. The result was a collection of cast and constructed jewelry.  

Elements in the jewelry were cast to simulate woven material and then combined with 

other metalsmithing techniques to complete the jewelry. My intent was to utilize different 

weaving patterns and textures for design variation as well as to collect data that will help 

others who cast with sheet wax get more consistent results and reduce the amount of 

partial castings and pits in castings. These casting flaws seemed to be more frequent 

when casting sheet wax, because the thin wax left very narrow voids in the mold, so the 

molten metal solidified before it could completely fill, or else pits and inclusions marred 

the surface of the finished casting. This imperfection problem needed to be solved. 

The weaving of textiles and basketry, especially the basketry of the Hopi of 

Arizona, interest me. It is the techniques and tradition involved with both weaving and 

basketry that I am fascinated by along with the ability to create so many patterns with few 

techniques. The works of contemporary metalsmiths Mary Lee Hu and Arline Fisch have 

also influenced me with their use of weaving with wire while imitating and utilizing 

textile and basketry techniques. These two come together for me in the design of my
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jewelry compositions where I tried to capture textures found in textiles and basketry.   

 The problem I had with casting was the large margin for errors in casting woven 

sheet wax. Partial results of models, large amounts of pitting, and not being able to 

resolve these issues played a large part in why I thought this research was significant. I 

decided to research spruing systems specifically. Spruing is the process that channels 

molten metal to the hollow or negative area in the mold, the area where the wax was 

eliminated, and these sprue systems seemed to hold the solution to better castings. I made 

the choice to initiate the research with four castings. I used the thickness of the wax 

models, sprue type, ratio of old metal to new, and whether it was centrifugally or vacuum 

cast. In each of the castings one of the variables was changed between one of two values. 

The results were recorded and analyzed to determine which variable would change the 

results.   

  I feel I was successful in adding to the collection of data on spruing woven wax 

sections. In addition to castings of woven sheet wax, I used forged wire, soldering, stone 

setting, beads, chains, and resin casting to contain and augment the castings to showcase 

the aesthesis of woven fabric.



 

 

Influences 

During the research process several things inspired me; the tradition of casting, 

the weaving of textiles, the basketry of the Hopi Indians and the metalsmithing 

techniques of Mary Lee Hu and Arline Fisch.  

Lost-Wax Casting  

My major technical challenge was finding a successful spruing method for casting 

sheet wax. Through research I learned the fundamentals of lost- wax casting which has 

been used for over two thousand years. The process gained its name from the elimination 

or loss of wax during the casting process.  In lost wax casting a wax model is made by 

one of several wax working processes including direct modeling, carving or manipulating 

thin wax sheets.  A mold is formed around the wax model and then the mold is heated 

and the wax is melted out leaving a void in the mold.  Molten metal is poured or injected 

into the hollowed mold, and the resulting solid metal object is the exact replica of the 

original wax.  This process of casting is used to make detailed objects that would be 

nearly impossible to accomplish any other way. After casting, another mold can be made 

and injected with wax to make multiples of a piece. 

The first lost-wax castings used modeled beeswax and once the model was set up 

with its sprues or vents, the ancient technique involved painting thin layers of cow-dung
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and clay on the model capturing the detail.  Then thicker layers were added to build up a 

mold that could be baked and then molten metal was poured in it (Bovin, 69). 

The method I used, called investment casting, requires more venting and spruing. 

The plaster investment is mixed with water and poured into a container or flask 

surrounding the sprued model and is attached to a rubber base that holds the sprued 

model and flask. The wax is burned out in a kiln and then molten metal injected in the 

void in the investment through the sprue system, which after burnout becomes a series of 

open channels. T used both centrifugal and vacuum casting. 

The main elements of casting are making a model, spruing, investing, burnout, 

and casting (See Appendix A). I used mainly sheet wax in a variety of gauges or 

thicknesses to create the silver castings. I found already established information on lost-

wax casting invaluable and used it as basic methodology for all of my own findings on 

casting sheet wax. This method is best described in Tim McCreight‘s book Practical 

Casting: a Studio Reference. 

 

Textiles                                                                                                                 
 

 I have always enjoyed textures in weavings and took 

a weaving class in my undergraduate studies.  In working  

with sheet wax I found it was very pliable and lent itself to     Weaving Frame 

                                                                                                                                                     Image from Montessori World. org 

weaving. The basic principles of weaving developed in the     2 June 2009 <http://www.montessori.                               
            world.org/Handwork/weave/weaving     
pre-ceramic age and examples of woven material were           3.html> 

found in Mesopotamia as early as 7000 B.C. (Redman, 8). Around 560 B.C. the first 

looms were used. The first electric loom was introduced in 1785 by Edmond Cartwright. 

Major innovations were made for the textile industry in 1804 as Joseph Marie Charel 
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Jacquard created a mechanical loom that made it   possible to weave fabrics into all kinds 

of intricate patterns and beautiful designs using a punch card. This led to the mass 

production of patterns in clothing and decorative items done on the loom (Walton, 96-

97).  

Weaving is the interlacing of two components at right angles to each other called 

warp and weft (Murray, 6). The basic structural element called the warp, is placed 

vertically first then interlocking pieces are put through the warp horizontally and called 

weft (Redman, 8). In creating patterns it is a variation of the three basic weaves that I 

referred to when I was weaving: plain, twill, and satin (Redman, 20). Plain weave is the 

most basic of three types of textile weaves and each weft thread crosses the warp threads 

by going over one, then under the next. The next row of weft thread goes under and over 

the opposite warp. In twill weaving the weft goes over and under two or more strands of 

warp and in each of the following rows of weft it shifts over one spot and comes up and 

over the same number of strands of warp as the previous row and creates a diagonal. 

Satin weave has four or more weft yarns floating over a warp yarn or four warp yarns 

floating over a single weft yarn to create a flat appearance and to lessen reflected light on 

fabric.  

Basketry                                                                    

  Hopi Basket Weavers inspired me for their fine craftsmanship, techniques, and 

traditions. The Hopi reside in twelve villages; nine of them are in the southern parts of 

Arizona. The Hopi have annual ceremonies that end with public basket dances and are 

celebrations to foretell the prosperity of the coming season (Teiwes, Intro). Their baskets 

are used in a variety of other ways too: they are used as sifters, carrying pieces, cradles, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Textile
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weaving
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weft
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warp_(weaving)
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plaques and trays (Dalrymple, 117). They use intricate designs and use essentially 3 

different techniques; plaiting, coiling, and wicker weave (Teiwes, Intro).                                                                      

 Hopi use traditions that were used in the prehistoric techniques and plaiting 

techniques that have been used in the Southwest since before the first century A.D.. 

However, their use of plant material, the size of their coils, and the finish on their rims 

differ from these earlier examples.  

In plaiting, the warp and weft are usually the same plants and 

are equally used in the passing over and under and the end product is 

more flexible (Teiwes, 29). With plaiting many twill designs are 

made. 

The second method of basketry the Hopi use is coiling. In              

coiling the warp still remains the foundation material but instead of           

weaving the weft it is wrapped around the warp. Coil basketry of the         

Hopi consists of tightly non-interlocking stitches on the reverse             

side and interlocking stitches on the viewers side (Teiwes, 10).                           

 The third style utilized by the Hopi Indians is wicker weave. In wicker basketry 

the warp is made up of several different stems of plants. The weft is a flexible single stem 

of a more flexible plant which passes over and under the bundles of warp (Teiwes, 32). 

Hopi work is eloquent and very labor intensive and has a strong sense of tradition which 

drew me to the work. However, many Hopi typically dye their plants to change colors in 

their weaving in order to optimize the patterns.  In cast wax models there is not  

Hopi Plaited Basket  

Image from Smoki 
Museum.org.2 

June2009.<http:// 

images.google.com/  
Imgres?imgurl=http

://www.smokimuse

um.images/17.jpg&i
mgrefurlorg/=http://

www.smokimuseum

.org/blog 
html&usg> 
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that possibility, so all patterns need to be clearly visible in the woven structures 

themselves. Basketry is similar to textiles because it allows many variations from a few 

basic techniques.  

Mary Lee Hu                                                                              

 

I am drawn to Hu‘s work for several reasons. I can 

relate to her, she doesn‘t like to sit idle, she thrives on 

tradition, she finds beauty in patterns, and feels jewelry is 

created to be worn.  

In 1965 she got her B.F.A.in Metalsmithing from 

Cranbrook Academy of Art in Bloomfield Hills, MI. She 

received her M.F.A. in Metalsmithing form Southern 

Illinois University in Carbondale, IL in 1967. She started 

weaving wire as a way to meet requirements for both metals and fiber classes while in 

graduate school (Mahler, 26). 

She works with tradition by creating neckpieces, chokers, bracelets, and earrings. 

She believes in being practical and in her work being wearable. She also loves linear 

creations and incorporates the elements of rhythm, repetition and pattern in her work 

(Mahler, 26). She cares about preservation and that things are passed down. She likes that 

her pieces go beyond the barrier of time and culture (Mahler, 25).  

Hu is comfortable being considered a craftsperson by some. She believes 

craftpersons are tied to process. Hu is tied to process, repetition and patterns and doesn‘t 

try to break new boundaries with technology but instead tries to respond to the shape and 

contour of the body. Her work is bound to materials, function and beauty; the aesthetics

 Mary Lee Hu  

Heart Shaped # 9, Brooch,18kt 

and 24kt Gold, Twined and forged 

Image from Flint Ridge 

Foundation.com . 2 June 2009.    
<http://www.flintridgefoundation.

org/visualarts/recipients20012002

_maryleehu.html - 1k - 

www.facerejewelryart.com/artist.p

hp?id=15 - 20k –> 
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of a piece (Mahler, 25). She likes that wire work allows her to make linear aesthetic 

pieces and patterns (Mahler, 27). She takes into consideration flexibility, texture, and 

weight and utilizes techniques of weaving, braiding and twinning. She finds that patterns 

bring beauty to objects and symmetry to her work and that represents order (Benesh, 4).   

Finally, Hu personally enjoys order and loves that nature has to do profoundly 

with order (Benesh, 5). She doesn‘t like to waste time so she feels better if her hands are 

busy and she sees her work progressing before her eyes (Benesh, 3). Her work is stunting 

and creates a reflection of her ideals. 

Arline Fisch                                                                                 

 Fisch was born in New York City, New York 1931 

and currently resides in San Diego, California. She received 

her B.S. degree in art education from Skidmore College  

and M.A. from the University of Illinois. She studied 

silversmithing at the School of Arts and Crafts in 

Copenhagen in 1956-57. In 1966 she returned to Denmark  

for a year for further training in metalsmithing. She started 

teaching full time at San Diego State University in 1961 and continued until retiring in 

2000(Trapp, http://americanart.si.edu/ search/artist_bio.cfm?ID=5748>). 

 Fisch helped introduce weaving techniques into the field of jewelry making. She 

knitted wire on a knitting machine and wove sheet metal (Keefer, 19). In her book Textile 

Techniques in Metal she goes through various weave variations on plain and basket

Arline Fisch, Copper Twill 

brooch/necklace, 2001. 

Loom woven copper, 

sterling   3.25" W x 3" H; 

hoop 8.5"                                                                                                                               
Image from Taboo 

Studio.com. 2 June 2009.  

<http://www.taboostudio.co

m/artist_dtl.asp?artist=Arlin

e%20Fisch> 
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weaves and displays great visuals, many of which were influences in my designs and 

structural layouts (Fisch, 58-74). She uses many textile and loom weaving techniques 

which work beautifully with wire but also uses techniques that are used by the Hopi 

Indians: plaiting, coiling and twinning. Instead of using plants she uses the techniques 

applied to metals (Fisch, 132).  Fischs use of patterns in wire weaving influenced my 

work with the ability to create textures of fabrics without the various colors used in 

textiles. However, I found some weaving more difficult with wax because it is prone to 

tearing. 

 All of these influences relate to the problem I was trying to resolve. Already 

established information on casting was a great starting point in casting sheet wax. It 

allowed me to come up with a consistent method for spruing systems and casting success. 

Weaving and basketry were both influential in their ability to create many patterns from 

very few techniques. The patterns of weaving and basketry examples were used explicitly 

in the designs of my castings. The work of Mary Lee Hu and Arline Fisch was 

instrumental in my research of designs as the both use wire to create the aesthesis and 

texture of fabric in jewelry. They both provided great examples of weaving techniques in 

which metal is used to create the designs. The combination of techniques and artistic 

influences were both crucial parts in the outcome of my work.



 

 

Description of Artwork 

The content of my art reflects the process used to create it. My work is about the 

simple aesthesis of woven texture in metal. While creating this work, the technical 

process was carefully structured and recorded to determine if there was an assured way to 

maintain good casting results with sheet wax and capture the woven texture of fabrics.  

To figure this out, I used a consistent method, in each of four castings one of the 

four variables was changed between one of two values. The variables I used were the 

thickness of the sheet wax, the sprue type, the ratio of old or reclaimed metal to new 

metal, and the type of casting(centrifugal or vacuum). The results were recorded and 

analyzed to determine which variable potentially changed the results of the castings.  

When I first started casting I did the following; 

Casting 1: 24g woven, Sprue type 1, 50/50 Metal ratio, centrifugally cast  

Casting 2: 20g and 22g woven, Sprue type 1, 50/50 Metal ratio, centrifugally cast  

Casting 3: 24g woven, Sprue type 2, 50/50 Metal ratio, centrifugally cast  

Casting 4: 20g and 22g woven, Sprue type 2, 50/50 Metal ratio, centrifugally cast  

 

 Sprue type 1       Sprue type 2 
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 In the initial spruing I used square 14 and 12 gauge wax along with round 14, 10, 

8, and 4 gauge sprues. After the initial two castings Pat Nelson, my metals instructor, sent 

the spruing system pictures and results by email to John Cogswell, a renowned 

metalsmith and technician who has taught extensively throughout the USA and has 

written several books on metalsmithing techniques. Upon receiving his helpful advice, I 

did the third and fourth castings using the second sprue type (see Appendix B and C). 

 With the second type of sprue I used only round wax in gauges 8, 10 and 14 and 

made the sprues shorter. After the second sprue type was established, and after the initial 

four castings, I changed only one variable in all the castings that followed.  I noticed that 

the most consistent results happened when the thickness of the wax was between 20 and 

22 gauges and if they were done with the second spruing method. Even though 

throughout my research it was advised to only use 50/50 ratio of old to new metal. In 

later castings I noticed I got good results up to a 70 parts old or recast metal /30 parts new 

metal ratio in centrifugal casting.  However, in vacuum casting it was important to use 

only a 50/50 ratio because the old metal did not melt as well as the new, and in vacuum 

casting it was very essential to make sure the metal was hot enough. I set the handy melt 

at 1975F (50 degrees above the anti-fire scale sterling silver melting point) and it was 

held at that temperature 10 minutes. Then I had to pour quickly or it would cool before it 

completely entered the mold and would not entirely fill. 

To capture the woven texture of fabric in my work I utilize line, texture, and 

composition to create good, effective balance in the pieces. Foremost I used line and 

texture to establish a focal point in my pieces. In the placement of woven segments I 

spent a great deal of time and effort to create pieces that lead the eye around the
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composition with textures, then balanced it with line and clean edges.  I paid special 

attention to the proportions of pieces and their relationship to each other and to the 

negative and positive space. Texture and line were emphasized throughout the cast 

sections while line was implied throughout the works. Line was not only created in the 

works with the woven sections and forged wire but is also shown by connecting given 

points on the perimeter of the pieces. Hu‘s influence is shown in my jewelry as it is all 

made to be worn, it all involves weaving and there is a certain degree of tradition that I 

strived for in my work. 

Rings  

 I used plain weave variations in my rings. They were constructed entirely from 

wax and cast. I was working to create a wrapping around of weaving and the appearance 

of fabric. 

Woven Ring #1                                                         Woven Ring #2  

Woven Ring #3                                                         Woven Ring #4 
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Earrings  

In the majority of my earrings I used sections and pieces from larger castings that 

I had cut apart. I added forged wire to create line and made compositions, not just pieces 

of texture. The earrings use a combination of plain weave and free form weave. Jump 

rings and bezel set stones were added to some to create more interest and keep the eye 

moving around them. 

Woven Earrings #1                                                  Woven Earrings #2 

 

 

 

 

Woven Earrings #3                                           Woven Earrings #4 
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Woven Earrings #5                                          Woven Earrings #6 

 

 

       Woven Earrings #7                                              Woven Earrings #8       

        Woven Earrings #9 

 

Bracelets 

  My three bracelets used multiple weaves and textures. I combined sheet wax with 

textured wax that I made along with small gauge round wax. I wanted them to be highly 

textured and to make the viewer want to touch them. 
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Texture bracelet #1  

 Texture pieces, hinged, 

 hidden box catch 
                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Texture bracelet #2  

Sheet wax with negative space,  

and overlapping texture pieces and round  

wire, patina 

 

 

                                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Texture bracelet #3 

Plain and free-form weave over a solid  

 sheet, added bezel  stone  
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Brooches   

  In some of my brooches I used an entire cast piece, but in most of them I cut 

castings apart and sanded the edges then soldered on forged wire. I added stones to most 

brooches, and on all of them used commercial silver pin backs. I used plain weave, 

twilling, and texture panels. I worked at creating compositions that bring your eye around 

the piece and became successful design solutions. I really wanted to emphasis line in all 

these pieces. 

 

Woven with Blue Lapis                            

Woven, wax bezel          

                                                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fragment                                                    

Purple Resin, Sheet metal,  

fragment of a cast, soldered 

   

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

Sea Saw forged wire,  

cut castings, soldered,  

bezel set stones 
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                     Red forged wire, cut   

           castings, soldered, bezel   

                                                                    set stone 

                                                                            

       

 

                                     

 

 

 

Pink Bean   

forged wire, texture  

panel with weaving,   

soldered, bezel set stone 

 

   

                      

 

            Black Spiral forged             

           wire, cut castings,  

           soldered, bezel set 

         stone 

  

 

 

   Lattice forged wire, 

   cut casting, soldered,   

   bezel set stone 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Wish Bone   forged wire, cut castings,  

soldered, bezel set stone 
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                   Red Eye forged wire, cut  

                              castings, soldered, bezel set stone 

  

 

 

 

 

Necklaces  

  In the weavings for necklaces and pendants I used twill weave, herringbone, free 

form, plain weave and textured panels. I added bezel set stones, forged wire, soldered, 

braided chain, sections of tubing, beading, and made a variety of clasps. I folded some of 

the weavings before casting to give them a more free flowing cloth like look. After they 

were cast, I cut some of them apart and created nice clean edges and added forged wire to 

them. When finishing the necklaces, not only did I want to make glorious compositions in 

the pendants, but I wanted to explore different hanging devices so I used a variety of 

methods including braiding, beading, cord, wire, and chains.  

 Texture Panel framed  

 in texture panel 

with forged chain  

and jump rings  

                

 

                                    Resin Textile 

                            plain weave  with  

                        framed in resin center, 

               forged wire tubing,   

                      braided wire 
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             Pink with Pearls   

                                                         coiling and free- 

                                                         form weaving,  

                                                         forged wire, tubing,  

                                                         pearls, beading    

                                                         techniques, bezel 

 

 

Balance Beam plain weave,  

forged wire, tubing,  

chain, bezel  

   

 

 

 Pendulum woven 

like the base of a 

round basket, 

constructed  

frame, soldered, 

forged wire, chain  

             

 

 

 

Blue Beauty 

plain weave, 

forging, 

soldered, square 

tubing, round 

tubing, chain, 

bezel  
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Woven Triangle various weaves,  

sheet metal, soldered, wire neckpiece,  

wire bails, bezel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Arrowhead plain weave variation, forged wire, 

soldered, wire tubing neckpiece, square tubing 

bail, bezel, toggle 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Level plain weave on 

sheet wax, soldered,  

wire neckpiece, wire      

bails, beads, tubing,   

forged wire 

 

  

 

                       

 

 

 

 

                                           Tribe woven with  

    round warp and flat weft, soldered,     

    chain  neckpiece,  forged wire, bezel 
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Black Drop Bead woven in  

free form style , soldered,  

cord  neckpiece, forged wire,  

jump rings, bezels 

                                                     

 

                   

 

                          Natural  woven,                      

                 soldered, multiple   

                            strand neckpiece,     

                 forged wire, sheet      

                 metal, bezel, tube    

       clasp 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Hinged woven, soldered,  

wire and jump ring chain, forged wire, bezel, 

construction  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                              

                                                                         

 

    Plaiting 

    woven, soldered,  

    forged wire neckpiece 
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Circle of Ribbon  

woven in free  

form style ,  

soldered, braided  

neckpiece,  

forged wire, 

pearls 

   

 

  

 

Herring Bone woven, soldered,  

chain, forged wire, top cap  

constructed, bezel 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bean Shrine woven and cut piece, 

constructed frame, soldered, 

beads, stringing, forged wire, 

bezel 

 

 

 

 

Miscellaneous  

I also created a belt buckle, ring box, and a letter opener.  While they are not 

considered jewelry, they are all functional objects, and functionality is a common thread 

in all my work. I created them utilizing texture with the combination of clean edges.  
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Woven Belt Buckle texture piece, soldering, sheet metal, 

wire 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

     Woven Ring Box   

                                                 woven entire box is   

       cast, legs added 

 

 

 

 

Letter Opener hollow woven 

cast triangle, sheet metal,   

soldering, bezel 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Conclusion 

This creative project allowed me to explore casting, and specifically spruing 

systems, at a new level. It also allowed me to explore weaving techniques and utilize 

them in wax. I was able to further my skills as a metalsmith by using both experimental 

techniques and traditional techniques of metalsmithing which resulted in the casting and 

creating of silver jewelry that has the aesthetic qualities of textiles. 

By focusing on the spruing methods, I was able to find variables that affect the 

success rate of casting with sheet wax and determine the principles of effective spruing 

systems for this type of form and texture. All sprues must be securely attached and should 

be as short as possible. Main sprues should be attached to the models largest area and 

should always be at a slight slant—models should never be completely horizontal. Sprues 

must be at the correct angle from the main trunk sprue and are not to be attached to look 

directly like a tree outside. In nature, tree branches go toward the sky, but some also 

angle back toward the ground. This will not work in casting; all the sprues must be 

angled upward from trunk and never head back toward the trunk. My test was to 

complete the spruing then place it on the base and turn it upside down. If it looked like a 

root system then it was correct. In this kind of casting I learned not to use square sprues 

and to not to use too many sprues. Another important thing I learned was that models can 

be thin but if they are thinner than 26 gauge and not small they will not be successful. 

Additionally, centrifugal casting works best for thin work. However, if vacuum casting
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and using a ratio of at least 50/50 of old to new metal, and the metal is fifty degrees 

above the melting point and held for ten minutes, results were very consistent.  

Furthermore, I was able to create a coherent group of jewelry that was cast not 

only to emulate fabric but is different from woven wire pieces because I could cut the 

woven structures apart and create new compositions without them falling apart.  

It was important to me to use a variety of metalsmithing techniques and to stretch 

myself to try something new. However, it was also very challenging because my studio 

time was limited and I had to make the most of my time. I had to determine ways to do at 

least a portion of the work at home. I did a great deal of the wax weavings and the 

spruing at home. This project also took a lot of preliminary research, and data needed to 

be recorded during the process. I recorded the gauges of the woven wax and of sprues at 

home. While casting in the studio I recorded the ratios of new to old metal and the 

outcomes. All casting and clean up was done in the studio. Most of the final construction 

was done in the studio as well, excluding some chain work, beading and resin casting. 

The large number of weaving and castings, the recording data and finishing the pieces are 

a result of many hours. 

Upon completion of the work, all my goals were achieved.  I feel my work 

captures the beauty and aesthetics of woven material through casting. There is something 

unique about cast woven wax that results in organic fragmented sections emulating 

woven material. Casting allowed me to leave some of the edges frayed and cut other 

pieces apart, just as you would a piece of fabric.  Each piece represents a portion of a 

bigger picture. They each represent a piece of collected data whether they cast perfectly 

or not and they all have a portion to them that resembles the qualities and appearance of 
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woven textiles. When exhibited as a group, I wanted the viewer to see that casting is a 

great way to show the elements of texture, line and composition. I was interested in 

providing solutions for casting with sheet wax was and bringing a new perspective to 

weaving.  The use of sheet wax in casting was an ideal way to capture the aesthetics of 

woven material in metal and through research I found ways to heighten the success of 

casting sheet wax. The result is a body of jewelry full of tradition, linear design and 

composition. Along with the resulting body of jewelry was research that demonstrated, 

with a specific type of spruing system, woven sheet wax can be cast with ease. 



 

 

Exhibition Statement 

This body of work represents my research into casting techniques, as well as my 

research on various weaving techniques. The content of my art reflects the processes used 

to create it. My cast and fabricated work was cast and is about the simple aesthetics of 

woven texture in metal. These works were done to learn whether or not there was a 

certain way to maintain good casting results with sheet wax while capturing the aesthetics 

of woven fabrics. A rigorous amount of data was collected on each of the castings and I 

specifically dealt with the spruing systems. Spruing is the process that channels molten 

metal to the hollow or negative area in the mold during the casting process. Other 

traditional metalsmithing techniques, such as forging and bezel setting stones, were 

utilized for the completion of the works.   

The tradition of casting, the weaving of textiles, and the basketry of the Hopi 

Indians inspired me with the textures weavings create. The metalsmithing techniques of 

Mary Lee Hu and Arline Fisch also influenced my work as they were two of the 

forerunners in using wire in weaving to create jewelry .Their influences are represented 

in my work. Each piece is a portion of a bigger picture that represents a part of collected 

data and how casting is a great way to show the aesthetics of fabric with texture, line and 

composition. 
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Appendix A 

Creating a Model 

Wax was used for the model and was transported using a plastic container filled 

with water to keep the model from getting damaged (Tsuyuki, 97). If using sheet wax, as 

I did, it is transparent and can be laid directly on a template and cut with a knife or by 

passing a needle through it.  Texture can be added by carving into the surface 

(McCreight, 12) Keep in mind that throughout casting the model will shrink by 

approximately 0.5% (Tsuyuki, 23). 

Spruing 

 A sprue refers to two separate rods: a center (or trunk) and a connecting rod called 

the feeder sprue. The connecting rod connects the model to the trunk. A runner is a 

second feeder sprue that is attached to the first feeder and connects to the model (Todd, 

42). Spruing is a very important step because it is the process that channels the molten 

silver to the model void.  When constructing the spruing system, or tree it should be 

positioned so the feeder sprues are branching up when connected to the trunk. When cast 

upside down the metal is placed in the button which is at the sprue base and will flow 

downward as in a root system. Sprues are attached to one another using an alcohol burner 

and a small metal spatula to melt the ends of the sprues and attach them to the model 

(McCreight, 24)  

 After completing the spruing system the wax should be weighed to calculate how 

much silver is needed to melt in order to have the proper amount for casting. The weight 

of the wax configuration is figured in grams multiplied by 11 for the proper amount of 

metal needed to cast the wax model and 15 addition grams are added for the button. This 
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weight is written down because to be used later. Next the flask is assembled by attaching 

the main sprues and the metal flask to the sprue base. At this point the flask is ready for 

investing (McCreight, 26).  

Investing 

 Investment is a plaster powder mixed with water and used to fill the flask around 

the wax. It is mixed in a rubber bowl with water to the manufacturer‘s specifications.  A 

sleeve is attached to the top of the flask to prevent spilling and is made by taping a piece 

of paper around the flask to extend it upward.  Mix the water and investment 3 to5 

minutes. Vacuum the rubber mixing bowl and investment by placing them in a vacuum 

chamber until it starts to boil. After 20 seconds release the vacuum and remove the rubber 

mixing bowl from the vacuum chamber. Pour the vacuumed investment into the flask and 

place the filled flask into the vacuum chamber to vacuum it an additional 60 to 90 

seconds (McCreight, 29). The prepared flask is placed on a level surface and allowed to 

set up for 15 minutes  by then the investment is partially solidified and marked with a 

pencil with the weight of metal needed. After it sits for at least 3 hours take the sprue 

base off and place it in the burnout kiln.  

Burnout  

The kiln is heated to 1350 degrees F over eight hours. The best kiln setup has a 

programmable kiln controller and will take approximately 8 1/2 to 9 hours before the 

final hour at 900 Degrees F. Non-programmable kilns require someone to diligently 

atttend the kiln and manually control the temperature for the recommended amount of 

time (McCreight, 41).  The burnout is complete it is ready for casting.  
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Casting 

Centrifugal casting forces metal in to the investment flask with air pressure or 

centrifugal force (Bovin, 69). For centrifugal casting the crucible is placed in the kiln for 

15 minutes to heat (Choate, 69).  The flask of investment is removed from the kiln and 

placed in the cradle of the centrifuge with the voided sprue end toward the center. Then 

the small opening of the crucible is placed to toward the sprue end of the flask. The arm 

is then cranked opposite the direction of its normal spin and held in place with a 

releasable pin. The metal is melted, and the pin is released so the metal enters the 

investment by force (Bovin, 77). While releasing the pin the torch remains over the metal 

then backed off as the centrifuge spins around. When the spinning stops the flask is 

removed from of the cradle. There is a circular piece of metal at the bottom of the flask 

this is called the button. The flask must sit until the button is no longer red and then is 

quenched in room temperature water.  

In vacuum casting remove the flask from burnout to check for a seal on the flask. 

While it is sealed you will not be able to lift the flask from the vacuum table. After 

establishing suction release the vacuum and place the flask back it the kiln and begin 

melting the proper amount of metal in a graphite crucible in a melting furnace. When the 

metal is melted to the correct temperature let remain at that temperature for 10 minutes 

before taking the flask from the burnout. Vacuum the flask and pour the molten metal in 

the void and vacuuming for 30 additional seconds before turning off the vacuum and 

removing the flask. When the button is no longer red you quench it in a water bucket 

(McCreight, 54). 
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In both centrifugal and vacuum casting as the flask is quenched the investment 

will bubble out and the piece is revealed. The casting process is finished, however the 

pieces still need cleaned up. The remaining investment needs removed, button sawed off, 

the sprues need removed and it need to be filed and polished (McCreight, 50).
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Appendix B 

A portion of John Cogswell‘s email response to viewing my first spruing system: 

(1) Waaay too many sprues 

(2) Sprues at wrong angle to models 

(3) Sprued at wrong angle to main trunk sprues 

(4) Don‘t use square sprues- when metal melts, surface tension makes it want to form 

a perfect sphere (aka ‗closest packing order‘), but gravity flattens it out. Observe a 

drop of water on a flat glass surface. It does NOT want to compress into angular 

cross-sections, nor does it want to flow into square holes. That is why steam 

casting employs square sprues purposely. The metal can be melted directly atop 

the invested flask in the button cavity, but doesn‘t enter the mold until steam 

pressure forces it to do so. 

(5) Vacuum assist method is not nearly as effective as centrifugal casting for this kind 

of casting. At first preliminary glance, I suspect the metal is chilling before it can 

fill the narrow, angular lattice. If metal is not hot enough, it won‘t stay liquid long 

enough to fill the flattened, angular (see #4 above) lattice. 

When melting sterling in a Handy- Melt, I usually set the heat control to 1800 

degrees. I set it at 1900 degrees for fine silver. Sterling has a 200+ degree melting 

range, and will stay liquid longer, but pure silver (like all true eutectic alloys), 

simultaneously melts, and is completely liquid, at one single temperature (1751F). If 

the silver drops to 1750, it solidifies instantly. Hence, the problem associated with 

fine silver casting. Also, it‘s a double-edged sword: the higher the temperature, the 

more fluid it remains for a longer period, but (a lot of import for such a small word), 

the higher the temperature, the more oxygen it absorbs. Oxygen absorption = 

porosity. Liquid (molten) silver is like a sponge. It has the capacity to absorb 20 times 

its own volume of atmospheric oxygen. But as soon as it starts to drop in temperature, 

like wringing a wet sponge, most (but NEVER all) of the oxygen is squeezed out. So 

it‘s kind of a lose/lose situation: melt at a higher temperature, and the metal stays 

fluid longer, but the more porosity you get. 
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Appendix C 

Casting Data 

Casting 1: 24g woven, Sprue type 1, 50/50 Metal ratio, centrifugally cast  

Casting 2: 20g and 22g woven, Sprue type 1, 50/50 Metal ratio, centrifugally cast  

Casting 3: 24g woven, Sprue type 2, 50/50 Metal ratio, centrifugally cast  

Casting 4: 20g and 22g woven, Sprue type 2, 50/50 Metal ratio, centrifugally cast  

 

Casting 1 

Centrifugal  

81 grams of silver 

50/50 ratio of new to used silver 

24 gauge sheet wax  

Sprue type 1=square 14 and 12 gauge wax along with round 14, 10, 8, and 4 gauge  

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting of a long square shape 

Partial turnout 

 

Casting 2 
Centrifugal  

67.25 grams of silver 

50/50 ratio of new to used silver 

20 and 22 gauge sheet wax 

Sprue type 1=square 14 and 12 gauge wax along with round 14, 10, 8, and 4 gauge 

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting of a round shape 

Partial turn out 

 

Casting 3 

Centrifugal  

75.5 grams of silver 

50/50 ratio of new to used silver 

24 gauge sheet wax 

Sprue type 2= round 8, 10 and 14 gauges of wax 

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting of a spiral shape 

Complete turnout 

 

Casting 4 

Centrifugal  

70 grams of silver 
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50/50 ratio of new to used silver 

20 and 22 gauge sheet wax 

Sprue type 2= round 8, 10 and 14 gauges of wax 

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting of a spiral shape 

Complete turnout 

 

Results-Castings 1-4 

-Sprue type 1 is working the best. 

 

Casting 5 

Centrifugal  

56.25grams of silver 

50/50 ratio of new to used silver 

It was woven using 24 gauge sheet wax   

Sprue type 2= round 8, 10 and 14 gauges of wax 

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

Complete turnout 

 

Casting 6 
Centrifugal  

84.63 grams of silver 

60/40 ratio of used to new silver 

24 gauge sheet wax with 12 gauge ½ round woven over it 

Sprue type 2= round 8, 10 and 14 gauges of wax  

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

Complete turn out 

 

Casting 7 

Centrifugal  

86.5 grams of silver 

70/30 ratio of used to new silver 

24 gauge sheet wax  

8 gauge round wax with 24 gauge woven for the top 

20 and 22 gauge sheet wax woven over the top of 14 gauge blue wax  

Sprue type 2= round 8, 10 and 14 gauges of wax  

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting of three rings 

Complete turnout 
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Results- Castings 5-7 

-Within the first 7 casting I could tell that Sprue type 2 used with woven wax gauges20, 

22, an 24 cast successfully and you could use up to a ratio of 70/30 of used metal to new. 

Then I change the thicknesses of waxes to see if it would still work. 

 

Casting 8 

Centrifugal  

80 grams of silver 

60/40 ratio of old to new silver 

14 gauge sheet wax to construct the box and 22 gauge sheet wax as the woven part 

Sprue type 2= round 8, 10 and 14 gauges of wax  

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting of a box shape 

Complete turn out 

 

Casting 9 

Centrifugal  

61.75 grams of silver 

70/30 ratio of new to used silver 

26 gauge sheet wax as the woven part and then put 26 gauge as a backing 

Sprue type 2= round 8, 10 and 14 gauges of wax  

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting of a square shape 

Complete turn out 

 

Results -Castings 8 and 9 

-When the thickness of the wax was changed sprue type 2 still has great results even with 

a ratio of old to new metal that is greater than 50/50. So I tried more but this time I did 

not heat the crucible in the kiln before adding metal to it. 

 

Casting 10 

Centrifugal  

61.75 grams of silver 

60/40 ratio of used to new silver 

26 gauge sheet wax as the woven part and then put 24 gauge as a backing 

Sprue type 2= round 8, 10 and 14 gauges of wax  

 

Molten metal -- started in cold crucible 

This was a casting of a square shape 

Complete turn out --however a lot of oxidation occurred with the metal in the crucible 

Casting 11 

Centrifugal  
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72.25 grams of silver 

50/50 ratio of new to used silver 

Small textured piece is texture wax, 16 gauge as the woven part, and 14 gauge as the 

edging  

Other piece is  22 gauge sheet wax as the woven part and then put 24 gauge as a backing 

Sprue type 2= round 8, 10 and 14 gauges of wax  

 

Molten metal -- started in cold crucible 

This was a casting of two small textured pieces and a round disk shape  

Complete turn out --however a lot of oxidation occurred with the metal in the crucible 

Results- Castings 10 and 11 

-When I did not heat the crucible in the kiln before adding metal to it oxidation occurred 

on the metal  even when I used a 50/50 ratio of new to old metal. I advise not using a cold 

crucible and to always heat it in the burn out kiln for 10-15 minutes prior to centrifugal 

casting 

 

 

Casting 12 

Centrifugal  

53.5 grams of silver 

40/60 ratio of used to new silver 

I used 20 and 22 gauge sheet wax 

Sprue type 1=square 14 and 12 gauge wax along with round 14, 10, 8, and 4 gauge  

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting of two small round pieces 

Partial turnout 

 

Casting 13 

Centrifugal  

86.5 grams of silver 

30/70 ratio of used to new silver 

24 gauge sheet wax warp and weft 

Sprue type 1=square 14 and 12 gauge wax along with round 14, 10, 8, and 4 gauge  

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting of a long piece  

Partial turnout 

 

Casting 14 

Centrifugal  

70 grams of silver 

30/70 ratio of used to new silver  

I used 22 gauge sheet wax 
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Sprue type 1=square 14 and 12 gauge wax along with round 14, 10, 8, and 4 gauge  

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting of an organic shape 

Partial turnout 

 

Results-Castings 12-14 

-Even though it was not recommended by John Clogswell to use square sprues for the 

sake of research I thought I needed to try it a few more times with Sprue type 1. I used a 

higher ratio of new to old metal and the results were still only partial turnouts. Sprue type 

2 is definitely better. 

 

Casting 15 

Centrifugal  

81 grams of silver 

60/40 ratio of used to new silver 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

 

-This was a casting of a vertical rectangle 

-I used 20 and 22 gauge sheet wax woven and baked with 26 gauge sheet wax 

Sprue type 2= round 8, 10 and 14 gauges of wax 

 

Casting 16 

Centrifugal  

81 grams of silver 

60/40 ratio of used to new silver 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

 

-This was a casting of a vertical rectangle 

-I used 20 and 22 gauge sheet wax woven, backed with 26 gauge sheet wax 

Sprue type 2= round 8 only 

 

Casting 17 

Centrifugal  

86.5 grams of silver 

50/50 ratio of used to new silver 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

 

-This was a casting of a small vertical rectangle, and a round set of earrings and two 

small squares 

-I used 22 gauge sheet wax woven together for the long rectangle, 20 woven for the 

squares, and the earring are from a silicone mold with 26 gauge woven over them 

Sprue type 2= round 8, 10 and 14 gauges of wax 
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Casting 18 

Centrifugal  

86.5 grams of silver 

30/70 ratio of used to new silver 

I used 16 gauge sheet wax as the body, 24 gauge sheet wax woven on top along with 

texture panel 

Sprue type 2= round 8 and14 gauges of wax 

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting the bottom half of a ring box 

Complete turnout 

 

Casting 19 

Centrifugal  

64.5 grams of silver 

40/60 ratio of used to new silver 

I used 16 gauge sheet wax as the body, 24 gauge sheet wax woven on top along with 

texture panel 

Sprue type 2= round 8 and14 gauges of wax 

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting the top half of a ring box 

Complete turnout 

 

 

Casting 20 

Centrifugal  

50.75 grams of silver 

50/50 ratio of new to used silver 

I used the earring are from a silicone mold with 26 gauge woven over them, the other pair 

was 24 gauge sheet wax woven 

Sprue type 2= round 8 and10 gauges of wax 

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting of two sets of earrings 

Complete turnout 

 

Casting 21 

Centrifugal  

61.75 grams of silver 

50/50 ratio of new to used silver 

I used 22 gauge sheet wax woven 

Sprue type 2= round 8 and10 gauges of wax 
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Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting of a vertical rectangle 

Complete turnout 

 

Casting 22 

Centrifugal  

67.25 grams of silver 

70/30 ratio of used to new silver 

I used 24 gauge sheet wax woven with 26 gauge. For cut shapes I used wax texture panel 

and 26 gauge sheet wax cut into shapes  

Sprue type 2= round 8, 10 and 14 gauges of wax 

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting of textured panel weaving and cut shapes  

Complete turnout 

 

Casting 23 

Centrifugal  

70 grams of silver 

60/30 ratio of used to new silver 

I used 22 gauge sheet wax woven for the earrings along with set in place stones, for the 

other two I used wax web along with 22 gauge sheet wax 

Sprue type 2= round 8, 10 and 14 gauges of wax 

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting of a set of earrings and a couple of pieces using wax web 

Complete turnout 

 

Casting 24 

Centrifugal  

53.5 grams of silver 

50/50 ratio of used to new silver 

I used 16 gauge texture panels for the top of the earrings along with 26 and 24 gauges 

woven at the bottom, for the square I used 24gauge woven sheet wax   

Sprue type 2= round 8, 10 and 14 gauges of wax 

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting of a set of earrings and a woven small square 

Complete turnout 

Casting 25 

Centrifugal  

48 grams of silver 
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50/50 ratio of used to new silver 

I used 22 gauge sheet wax pendant weaving, for the other two I used wax web along with 

20 gauge sheet wax 

Sprue type 2= round 8 only 

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting of a pendant weaving snd couple of pieces using wax web 

Complete turnout 

 

Casting 26 

Centrifugal  

75.5 grams of silver 

50/50 ratio of used to new silver 

I used 24 gauge sheet wax for the earrings for the square I used a 22 gage piece of sheet 

wax cut out and wove 24gauge over it   

Sprue type 2= round 8 only 

 

Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting of a set of earrings and a small square of sheet wax with wax woven 

over it 

Complete turnout 

 

Casting 27 

Centrifugal  

56.25 grams of silver 

50/50 ratio of used to new silver 

I used 24 gauge sheet wax with a 16 gauge texture panel at the top  

Sprue type 2= round 8 only 

 

 Molten metal --started in crucible heated in the kiln 

This was a casting of textured panel weaving and cut shapes 

Complete turn out 

  

Results-Castings 15-27 

-On all of these I used various ratios of metal and thicknesses of wax but used only sprue 

type 1. All of the castings turned out perfectly.  

 

Casting 28 

Vacuum cast 

218.5 grams of silver 

50/50 ratio of used to new silver 

I used 20 and 22 gauge sheet wax 

Sprue type 1=square 14 and 12 gauge wax along with round 14, 10, 8, and 4 gauge  
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Melted to 1950° --started in 700°flask  

Partial Turnout 

 

Casting 29                     

Vacuum cast 

290 grams of silver 

50/50 ratio of used to new silver  

One piece I used wax web with 24 gauge sheet wax woven through it 

The other piece was done using 24gauge sheet wax as the warp and 20gauge as the weft 

Sprue type 1=square 14 and 12 gauge wax along with round 14, 10, 8, and 4 gauge  

 

Melted to 1950° --started in 700°flask 

Partial turn out 

 

Casting 30 

Vacuum cast  

191 grams of silver 

50/50 ratio of used to new silver 

One piece I used wax web with 20 gauge sheet wax woven through it 

The other piece was done using 22 gauge sheet wax as the warp and the weft and a layer 

of 20 gauge was applied to the back 

Sprue type 2= round 8, 10 and 14 gauges of wax 

 

Melted to 1950° --started in 700°flask 

Partial turnout 

 

Casting 31 

Vacuum cast  

218.5 grams of silver 

50/50 ratio of used to new silver 

I used a thick texture panel of wax combine with areas with woven sheet wax in 20 gauge 

The other one I use 24 gauge sheet wax as the warp and wove round 16 and 14 gauge 

wax, and half-round 8 and 10 gauges as the weft 

-The other I used round 8 and 14 gauges and square 12 and 14 gauges 

Sprue type 2= round 8, 10 and 14 gauges of wax 

 

Melted to 1950° --started in 700°flask 

Complete turnout 

 

Results-Castings 28-31 

- These were vacuum cast and Sprue type 1 was used on 28 and 29. Sprue type 2 was 

used on 30 and 31 all but the last one partially came out. 
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Casting 32 

Vacuum cast with wax web 

372.5 grams of silver 

50/50 ratio of used to new silver 

One was 24 gauge sheet waxes along with textured wax panel layer on 22 gauge sheet 

wax 

The bracelet was made from 16 gauge sheet wax with round 18 gauge that had been 

twisted together applied on the  

On the smaller piece I used 24 gauge sheet wax and round 18 gauge 

Sprue type 2= round 8, 10 and 14 gauges of wax 

 

Melted to 1965° --started in cold flask 

Complete turnout 

 

Casting 33 

Vacuum cast  

317.5 grams of silver 

50/50 ratio of used to new silver 

18 gauge sheet wax woven with 18 gauge round 

16 gauge sheet wax with 20 woven over it  

12 gauge round woven with20 gauge sheet wax 

Sprue type 2= round 8, 10 and 14 gauges of wax 

 

Melted to 1965° --started in 700°flask 

Complete turnout 

Casting 34 

Vacuum cast with wax web 

213 grams of silver 

50/50 ratio of used to new silver 

24 and 26 gauge on texture panel 

wax web and 20 gauge sheet wax 

22gauge woven 

Sprue type 2= round 8, 10 and 14 gauges of wax 

 

Melted to 1965° --started in cold flask 

Complete turnout 

 

Results-Castings 32-34 

- These were vacuum cast and Sprue type 2was used on all of these. The temperature of 

the metal was melted at 15 degrees higher and held for 15 minutes. The results were 

wonderful. 


